SOCIALIZATION:
What is Socialization:
Socialization is introducing your puppy to new things, positively forming future associations. This must be done during your puppy's "socialization window". Being from 6-8 weeks old to around 20 weeks old. Your puppy will make his life long assumptions of people, dogs, animals, textures, noises, environments, etc. Dogs don't generalize well - the previous list of new exposures must vary greatly. Although your dog has been introduced to small dogs, he may not association large ones as positive. If you only introduce your dog to women and children - how will they perceive men. Introduce your puppy to men, men with hats, men with canes, men with beards, women, women with large glasses, children, infants, children in wheel chairs, noises, loud noises, fireworks, vacuums, slippery floor, carpeted floor, stairs, ramps, cars, trucks, four wheelers, motor cycles - get the point. Your puppy must have a positive introduction to these things while the window is open, after the window has been shut - his assumptions have been made - case closed. If your puppy ever has a negative experience with anything - he will also make his lifelong assumption of this item. You must reverse this negative connect and make is positive for your puppy. For instance, if your 8 month old dog has been introduced to only one other dog during it's lifetime, and comes across a three year old dog - he may be very fearful, he won't understand what to do with this new thing. Will he cower in fear or will he react with a bite? Another example - your two year old dog has lived in a household full of women and one day comes across a tall man with a deep voice and a beard - what will your dog do. This is new, he hasn't been positively introduced to men or beards. How will he react? Our final example - Your dog lives a sheltered life within his home, not many loud noises, dogs or people visit. One day the UPS man arrives, with his loud truck and comes across the dog in the yard... Your dog doesn't know what to think of loud trucks, men or visitors on his territory. This could be disastrous. The more your dog is introduced to, the better the chance your dog won't be startled, react or possibly aggress towards "the unknown". Teach your puppies that people, dogs, loud noises, big trucks, vacuums, birds are GOOD THINGS, before it's too late.
It is possible to teach an older dog who has been under socialized, to accept certain things, dogs, or people - but they will always be weary. Don't underestimate the importance of proper socialization.
An Ounce of Prevention
Rule of Thumb: Your dog must be introduced to 100 different people and dogs before their socialization window closes (20 weeks old). The more the better. These must be positive experiences. Avoid negative exposure at all cost. Your puppy must think these new things are GOOD. Take your puppy everywhere.
The easiest way to avoid unwanted behavior such as fear or aggression by an under socialized dog, is through prevention. Although your veterinarian, concerned about diseases, may caution you against exposing your new puppy to the real world, failure to do so can result in a poorly socialized adult dog. The answer to this dilemma is to expose a properly-vaccinated young dog to a controlled social environment. Take him to a well-run puppy class where he can meet lots of different people and lots of healthy puppies. Invite friends of all ages and races over and have them dress up in odd clothes, hats, umbrellas, and sunglasses. Invite children over to play gently with your pup and to feed him treats. The more positive encounters he experiences while his socialization window is open, the more well-adjusted, confident, and gregarious he will be as an adult. As long as you are careful to only expose him to other healthy dogs and puppies, your veterinarian's fears are not likely to be realized. In the long term, lack of socialization can be a bigger threat to your puppy's well-being than the risk of disease.

